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Such a child might do quite well with a sympathetic
teacher of a backward class where he could get encourage-
ment and success.
The lethargic child, on the other hand, will need more
than anything work that interests him and the teacher
who can help him will be he who can use the child's interests
and build up standards of work.
Finally, the over-emotional or unstable child is often
apparently dull, because this type tends to be careless and
inattentive. Here again the cause must, if possible, be
found for Ms emotionalism, and every effort should be
made to ensure that he lives a quiet life and gets his full
share of sleep. Such children generally are kept occupied
by various forms of activity and the approach to school
subjects is most successfully made when the child feels
the need of them. This need to see the reason for learning
is characteristic of all children but doubly true of those
who are backward. Hence one constantly hears a teacher
comment on the fact that though all her class do better
and learn more quickly when they are working out some
project or self-imposed activity, it is nevertheless the dull
who progress most markedly.
Again, the optimum number for a class of dull children
is much lower than that for average children. The teacher
must possess exceptional patience and sympathy and,
contrary to the assumption that one can set a fool to teach
a fool, be very intelligent. The special aptitude of each
child should be used and subject-matter and method should
be suitable. Encouragement must be the spur to better
work and above all the child should be helped to acquire
confidence, for to think one is a dunce is often the way
to become one.
Finally, all children in primary schools need far more
practical and manual work; but for the dull child learning
can only come this way.

